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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear orientation of Tb160 in a single crystal 

of neodymium ethylsulphate has been observed by the 

anisotropic intensity distribution of the r=rays. The 

alignment arises from the coupling of the nuclear=magnetic 

and quadrupole moments with the crystal field. The spin 

of Tb
160 

is shown to be 3, and the spin of the l360=kev 

level in Dy
160 

is 2. The nuclear moments of T.b160 are 

11-LI = 1.60 ± 0.25 nm and Q = + 1.9 ± 0.5 barns. ( 
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I . INTRODUCI'ION 

Nuclear orientation has become a well-established techniq_ue for 

measuring nuclear moments and for studying the changes in angular momentum 

during rad.ioactive decay. It is usually produced by the coupling between 

the nuclei and the local internal fields (hfs) in crystals, which may arise 

from one or more of the following mechanisms~ 

(a) the i.nteraction between the nuclear magnetic moment and an 

externally applied magnetic field, via the intermediary of an electronic 

l 
moment 

(b) the interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the 

crystalline electric field, via an electronic moment 2 

(c) the interaction between the nuclear electric=q_uadrupole 

moment and the electric=fiel.d. gradient at the nucleus. 3 

In order to obtain enough orientation for the anisotropic emission 

from radioactive nuclei to be measured, it is usually necessary to cool. the 

crystal to temperatures such that the therrilal energy kT is comparable wi.th 

the energy separations DE of the nuclear magnetic levels. These splittings 

are most often measured by paramagnetic or nuclear~resonance spectroscopy on 

a stable isotope. From such determinations the choice of a suitable crystal 

may be made. 

•* 
This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tPresent address: AERE, Harwell, England. 



Mechanism (a) produces a polarization (i.eo, an orientation in sense 

as well as direction) with respect to the applied fieldo Mechanisms (b) ,and 

(c) produce an alignment (orientation where parallel and antiparallel senses 

are eQually populated) with respect to the crystal axeso 

In the region of the rare earths and. the actinides are found large 

nuclear ClUadrupole moments which are associated with the deformed nuclear 

core, as well as large electronic magnetic moments o Hence nuclear orientation 

may arise from a combination of magnetic and. electric hfs interactions which 

may act together to increase or reduce the net nuclear orientation according 

to their relative signs. 

In this paper, experiments on the nuclear alignment and polariza,tion 

160 of 'l'b in a mixed crystal of' terbium and neodymium ethyl sulphates are des= 

cribed. It was found that the magnetic interaction tended to align the nuclear 

spins along the c=axis of the crystal; and the Cluadrupole interaction tended to 

align them perpendicular to the axiso The net effect was a sma;ller degree of 

align,'llent than would be expected from either interaction alone o An analysis 

of the data obtained is used in conjunction with the results of other workers 

to give values for the magnetic and q_uadrupole moments of Tb
160 

and to assign 

160 
angular momenta to some of the levels in the daughter nuclE§us, Dy 

- II o EXPERIMENTAL 

produced by irrad.iation of n'atural terbium (100% Tbl59) 

for 100 hr at a. neutron 
14 .. z =1 

flux of 2 x 10 em sec in the MTR reactor, Arco, 

Idaho. The terbium in the +3 state was incorporated into a. 5-gm single crystal 

of neodymium ethylsulphate in a molar ratio (Tb+3/Nd+3) < 10-6 . The crystal 

contained 10 flC of Tb
160

• The high. specific activity ensured that the sus-

+3 . ceptibility measurements_on_the crysta.b were not affected by the Tb 1ons. 
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The crystal was mounted in a demagnetization cryostat consisting of a 

glass chamber inside a glass dewar vessel containing liq_uid helium surrounded 

by another dewar containing liq_uid nitrogen. The crystal could be kept in 

therma~ contact with or isolated from the liq_uid-helium bath by controlling 

the pressure of helium exchange gas in the chamber. By pumping away the vapor 

with a Kinney KMB-230 mechanical booster pump) the temperature of the liq_uid 

0 
helium coul.d be reduced to about 1.1 K. Magnetic fields up to 18 k:gauss>c: could 

be applied to the crystal by placing the cryostat between the pole-pieces of an 

iron-cored electromagnet energized by a 100-ful motor-generator set. The crystal 

was SJtpported on a glass framework attached by a 2-mm=diam glass rod to the 

top of the chamber, and a pill of compressed m~nganous ammonium suJ-phate was 

attached halfway along the rod. to act as a thermal guard. Radiation from parts 

of the apparatus at temperatures above that of the liq_uid helium was prevented 

from falling on the specimen by painting the chamber with Aq_uadag (colloidal 

graphite). 

0 0 
The crystal was cooled to temperatures between 0.02 K and 1.1 K by 

adiabatic demagnetization from fields applied along the c-axis. The heat influx 

. ~1 
to the crystal after cooling was of the order of 10 ergs m1n 1 so that the 

temperature remained essentially constant for several minutes after demagnet .. 

ization. Meae.urements of the intensities of the y-rad.iation from the Tb
160 

were taken at a series of angles, ~, with the crystal axis. The susceptibility 

of the neodymium ethylsulphate was also measured in order to determine the 

temperature of the crystal. The effects of imhomogeneous heating of the crystal 

were stuclied and were found to be appreciable after a large change in temper-

ature, even though the warming rRte was slow. In order to minimize these 

effects: the observations were usually made for periods of not more than 5 min 

after demagnetization. The crystal was then warmed to l.l°K by admitting 
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helium excha.nge gas to the chamber, and a further 5-min count of the y-rays 

was taken for normalization.. By demagnetizing from different initial fields, 

. 0 0 
the whole range of temperatures between 0.02 K and 1.1 K was covered! Measure-

ments were made in zero magnetic field and with external magnetic fields of 

200 gauss and 400 gauss applied. along the crystal axis. 

Gamma~ray detection was done with two Na(Tl) I scintillation counters 

with 3~in. by 3-in. crystals and PENCO PA-4 lOO~c:hannel pulse-height analysers. 

The intensities of all the y-rays could thus be measured simultaneously. Cor-
\ 

rections were applied for backgroundy small changes in the gain of the photo-. 

multiplier tubes and. amplifiers, and for the block time of the ];'hlse-height 

a.YJ.alysers. In the experiments with a magnetic field, the photomultipliers 

were kept at a sufficient distance to be unaffected by the magnetic field. 

The susceptibility measurements were made in a direction perpendicular 

to the c axis of the crystal. Neodymium ethylsulphate has gil = 3. 5 and 

gl = 2.0 which allows enough sensitivity even in the perpend.ioplar direction.
4 

A pair of mutual-inductance coils surrounded the specimen. Both ballistic 

a.nd AC ( 20 cps) methods were used and agreed well with each other. The coils 

were calibrated 'between 4.2°K and l.l°K against the helium vapor~pressure 

* The magnetic temperature T J obtained by extrapolating Curie 1 s law scale. 

0 
to below 1.1 K was corrected for the demagnetizing factor of the crystal, and 

the absolute temperature T was deduced from the data of Meyer. 5 In the 

experiments using an applied magnetic field H, the effects .of saturation of the 

susceptibility were corrected by using the approximate formula 

= tanh gllfl3.~/2kT 
g JJl=il/ 2kT 

h T®' .. t d f tb d +' . f t d f t th w ere 
0 

nas been correc ·e or · "e emagne ... lzlng ac or, an grl re ers o e 

neod.ymiu.TTI. ions. 



III • RESULTS 

160 
'I'he y -ray peaks of Dy at 298, 880, 960, 1180, and 1270 kev were 

analyzed and. found to be anisotropic, s4?Wing that the nuclei had been oriented. 

Peaks of energy lower than 298 kev were not studied, because of their large 

background, nor were peaks of low intensity. In alignment experiments, data 

were compiled for the angular distribution with respect to the crystalline 

c axis of all the y-rays at the lowest temperature, 0.02°K, and for the temp= 

erature dependence of all Y=ray anisotropies € defined by 

0 0 
in the range 0.02 K < T < 1.1 K. In polarization experiments, data were com~ 

piled for the temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the 298-kev ydray 

in the range 0 .05°K < T < 1.1 °K with magnetic fields of 200 and. 400 gauss 

applied. along the crystalline c axis. Several different crystals were used 

in the course of this investigation and the results were always consistent 

within experimental error. 

The angular distributions of all y-rays could be fitted to functions 

of the form 

I(G) = 1 + Xl2 (cosG ), 

where x
2 

for each y-ray is given in Table I. 

The values of x
2 

for the 298-kev y-ray as a function of field and 

temperature is shown in F'ig. 1. 
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H=400 

10 20 50 

I IT 

MU-20729 

Fig. 1. The coefficient X of the 298-kev y-ray of Dy
160 

vs reciprocal 
2 -

absolute temperature. Here o,CJ, and e denote data taken in external 

magnetic fields of 0, 200, and 4oo gauss, respectively. 
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Table I 

(kev) B ul 0 
Gamm.a~ray energy 2 2 at 0.02 K 

300 =0. 200 ± .005 

880 +0 . .;105 ;± ·: .OI).' 

960 =0 .152 ± .010 

1180 =0 .133 ± .040 

1280 ~0.124 ± .010 

The limits of error on the data are the r.m.s. statist:i.cal errors. 

Corrections have been applied as explained in Section II. The maximum error 

introduced by the change in temperature during the counting period .was only 

160 Alignment experiments were also performed on Tb in cerium magnesium 

nitrateJ but no anisotropy greater than I% was observed at the lowest temper= 

ature, 0.003°K. We conclude that the lowest electronic state of Tb+3 in this 

crystal is a singlet. 

IV,. THE DECAY SCHEME OF Tb
160 

Several investigations of the decay of 72=day Tb160 have been carried 

6~12 
out. Studies of the t3 spectrum agree on branches with end. points at 1..71 

Mev (log ft = 11.8), 0.86 Mev (log ft = 8.8), and 0.56 Mev (log ft = 8.1). 

However, the lower=energy ·branches were difficult to measure and led to 

uncertainties in the higher~energy levels in Dy160• Recent conversion=electron 

00 QQ 10 
spectroscopy by Backstrom et al. has shown the existence of new r transitions 

previously unobserved and has enabled accurate measurements of the conv$rsion 



10 m coefficients to be made. .Lhe results have considerably helped our under--

standing of t.he higher=energy levels in Dy
160

, The data show that the most 

energetic peak in the Y=ray spectrum is composed of two El y-rays of.'e~g:;ClB721er 

am l3!.:2Jer and with a relative abundance of t, 7: 2, 3. The results of Ewan et al. 

confirm this, 9 giving a slightly different relative abundance of 10:4. The 

energy=level scheme shown in Fig, 2 fits all the available data best, and has 

been used in the interpretation of this experiment.. The lower five levels 

are identical to those proposed by :Nathan, who assigned the spins on the basis 

of int.ernal=conversion measurements and explained the levels as members of 

6 
K = 0 and K = 2 bands, The spins of the upper levels have been assigned from 

the angular-correlation data of Ofer 7 and. of Arns, Sund, and Wiedenbeck, 
8 

from the recent conversion~electron data,9=l 2 and. from this. nuclear=orientation 

experiment. 

Only spin and parity assignment of 3 .. for the ground state of Tb
160 

is in agreement with the experimental evidence. A spin of 4 has ~so been 

11 
suggested, but this is inconsistent with the log=ft value of 8.1 for the 

0.56-Mev f3 branch and the assignment of spin and parity of 2- to the 1260-kev 

level of Dyi60 to which this branch leads, It will be shown that the present 

experiment confirms this latter spin assignment. 

v. 

Terbium ethylsulphate was chosen in this experiment because it .is the 

only salt of terbium that (a) has shown paramagnetic resonance and (b) can be 

grown i.nto a mixed crystal with a salt that may be cooled to the required low 

temperatures by adiabatic demagnetization, The coolant used was the isomor-

phous salt neodymium ethylsulphate, which had previo~sly been used successfully 

in similar experiments on other rare earth isotopes.1 3 
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Fig. 2. Portion of the decay scheme of Tb160 which is relevant to this work. 
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The free Tb+3 ion has eight 4f electrons and the configuration 7F6 . 

In a crystalline electric field with trigonal syrmnetry this term is split into 

six doublets characterized by I ± J ) and a singlet IJ = 0 ) . Paramagnetic z . z 

resonance data on terbium ethylsulphate magnetically diluted with yttrium 

ethyisulphate showed that at 20°K only the lowest level, I ± 6 ) , was appre

ciably populated.
14 

This state was further split (Tb + 3 being a non-Kramers 

ion) by the sixth-order cryst@.. field potential V~, which has norivanishing 

matrix elements with the singlet I J = 0 ). The magnetic and electric hfs 
z 

interactions further split the level, so that the system may be described by 
' 

the following spin-Hamiltonian 

1J 2 1 
cH= g\lf3 HSz + ~sx + 6ysy + ASziz + P[Iz - 3r(I +1) ], 

with S = 1/2 (effective), and where gil is the component of the spectroscopic 

splitting factor along the crystalline axis. The terms in lx and 6y represent 

the V~ crystal-field splitting; A represents the magnetic hfs coupling between 

the nuclear magnetic moment, ~' and the electronic magnetic moment arising 

from the unpaired 4f electrons, and is given by 

A= 4f)f3n fl/I ( r-J i~f~+ ·iiNzl +). 

Here P represents the electric hfs coupling between the nuclear q_uadrupole 

moment, Q, and the gradient of the crystalline electric field. It is given by15 

" 
P -9e

2 
Qj4I(2I-l) ( r- 3 ~.@"l!~l!J )( + JJz

2
- ~ J(J + 1) I+} 

for diagonal elements, where ( r -J ) is the mean value of r -J averaged over the 

4f wave function and may be obtained from the calculations of Judd and Lindgren.
16 

2 1 
The reduced matrix element ( J!Jia:JjJ) and the matrix element (+ !Jz - 3 J(J+l) I+) 

are calculated from a knowledge of the electronic ground state. 
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159 . For stable Tb , Baker and Bleaney glve gil = 17.72 ± 0 .02, 

2 2 l/2 -1 
(~ + Dy) = 0.387 ± 0.001 em , and I = 3/2. No information about 

the value of P was obtained from their measurement. 

160 
For Tb , assuming the spin I 3, we have I +) = IJz = +6) , 

A/k = 0.078 1-1 °K, and P/k = 0.0032 Q °K. The splitting/:, depends on the 

c.rystal-field. parameters v~, v~, v~, and. v~, and is not due (as in other 

K . p +3, non- ramers lOns, e.!.g. r J to random distortions of the crystal lattice. 

Hence it is expected that its value does not vary strongly with temperature 

or with the surrounding trivalent ions. Thus we shall assume that the value 

measured at 20°K in a lattice of Y+3 is the same as the value in our experi= 

ment at 0 .02°K in a Nd+3 latticec.;c·,;,A further splitting which must be considered 

in our Tb-Nd. ethylsulphate crystal is due to magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 

between the ions. +3 . To a good. approximation o~~y the two nearest Nd nelghbors 

affect the levels of the Tb+3 ion, and they add a term cS (s
1 

+ s
2

) to the 
z z z 

spin Hamiltonian. R h 2 '- ' (3
2ja.3 h d d t th _ere we ave c = - gll~b gil~~ , w ere eno es e 

distance·c.to,;t.he·:·nearest neighbor_. slz and s2z are the effective spin operators 

of the two nearest Nd+3 ions, and c is readily evaluated from paramagnetic 

resonance and X-ray data. 4 ,l7 Since the g values of both Tb +3 and::N~A~e~t?F.iUL':lis 

term becomes important at the low temperatures used in our experiment. 

The signi.ficance of the positive sign of P is that the quadrupole 

coupling tends to align the nuclei so that the II = 0) state lies lowest, 
z 

i.e. so that the nuclei precess in the plane perpendicular to the crystal axis. 

This is in contrast to the magnetic hfs coupling described. by A which tends 

to ali.gn the nuclei parallel and antiparallel to the crystal axis. Our results 

show that the magnetic effect predominates and. that the lowest state is 

II = ± 3) for Tb
160 

in terbium ethylsulphate. 
z 
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The energy levels are rather complicated and are given by 

E = -~ 1/2 [L:::.
2 

+(gil t3H + Tc +AI )
211

/ 2 + P[I 2 -! I(I + 1)] z z z 3 

where Tz, the projection of the resultant spin of the two nearest neodymium 

neighbors on the z axis, takes the values -1, 0, and +1. In zero field, the 

levels consist of doublets I ± I z ) and singlets liz = 0 ) • The effect of the 

L:::. term is to split the zero-field levels into two groups and to alter the 

spacing of the levels within the groups, compressing them closer together in 

the lower~energy group and ·spacing them further apart in the higher-energy 

group. This reduces nuclear alignment. When a magnetic field is applied along 

the direction of the z axis, the effect of the L:::. term is partially overcome, 

and the separation of the lower levels increases. Hence the degree of nuclear 

orientation is increased, and because the degeneracy of the doublets is removed, 

a nuclear polarization is produced. 

For arbitrary coupling parameters, A and P9 a series of curves for the 

variation of nuclear orientation with temperature may be calculated. The 

par~meters may be determined by fitting .the experimental data to these. From 

the above relations the nuclear magnetic and ~uadrupole moments may be deduced. 

VI_. THE NlJCLEAR MOME1\1TS OF Tb 
160 

The theo~etically expected angular distribution of -r-.-radiation from 

oriented nuclei may be written18 

where u2 is a function of the spins of the initial and final states in the 

preceding t3 transition and of the angular momentum carried away by the 

electron-neutrino system, F
2 

depends on the initial and final spins in the 

r transition and on the multipolarity, and B
2

, the degree of orientation of 

the nuclei, may be calculated from the Boltzmann population distribution, 

.... 



'\ 

which depends on the energy levels and the temperature. Conversely, a measure= 

ment of the temperature dependence of B
2 

enables one to determine the spin~ 

Hamiltonian parameters and hence the nuclear magnetic and. quadrupole moments. 

160 
'I1he nuclear moments of Tb were determined from a stud.y of the 

anisotropy of the 298-kev r=-ray. This is the best understood and most intense 

of the peaks studied. In all previous investigations, there is agreement that 

it is a pure El radiation, and in most., that it has the spin sequence 2_1:_>2. 

This experiment confirms this spin sequence and eliminates the alternative of 

3..1;__>2, which has also been suggested, 11 because the latter would giye a 
.... 

positive value of B2UZF 2, whereas a negative value was observed. Renee the 

spin of the 1260 .... kev level in Dy
160 

must be 2, and, as remarked in Section II, 

160 
it immediately follows that the spin of Tb must be 3. The alternative, 

J+, would require the ~ transition to the 1260-kev level to be at least second= 

forbidden_, which is inconsistent with its observed log=ft value of 8.1. 

Thus the 298..,kev y-ray is emitted after the spin sequence 3L=l>#.!->2, 

and from this u
2 

and F
2 

may be calculated. From the data of Fig. 1, the tem~ 

perature variation of B2 in different fields was deduced and was fitted to the 

· spin Hamiltonian to determine the parameters A and P. The aJ.ignment data aJ.one 

do not uniquely determine these quantities but give the following relation 

between them: 

P/k = 0.112 lA I /k = 0.00784 °K. 

This relation is more acQurate than the separate values of A and P wliich are 

derived from it. Because of the relative insensitivity of the anisotropies 

in zero field. to the value of A, these data allow acceptable fits for 

0.105 < IAI/k <0.250°K. The polarization experiments were performed in order 

to enhance the sensitivity of the anisotropy to AJ and can be fitted to theore= 

tical curves for 0.095 <A < 0 .145°K. Thus we have lA j /k = 0.125 ± 0 .020°K 



and P/k = + Oo006l ± 0.0022°Ko The curves in Fig. 2 have been deriyed using 

these values. 
160 

For the moments of Tb · we find !1-1:160 I = lo.60 ± 0 o 25 nm and 

Q
160 

= 1.9 ± 0 o 5 barns o 

VIL. THE GAMMA-RAYS OF Dy
160 

The temperature dependence of the anisotropies of all the yorays from 

the aligned nuclei was found to be the same. This anisotropy is proportional 

to :a
2
trl,

2
J 

(for which 

and since B may be detennined from the data on the 298-kev 'r-ray 
2 

u
2 

and F 
2 

are known) at the same temperature, the product ui 
2 

may 

be detennined for each y-ray and m:ay be used to obtain information about the 

angular~momentum changes in the decay scheme o In each casca;de, u
2 

,may be 

calculated from the spins given in Fig o 2 ·' using L = l in aJ_l the t3=de cays, 

which folla~s from the log~ft values. 

A.. The 1280-kev Peak 

Conversion-electron measurements show that this peak .is composed of 

two y .. rays of er.(ergies 1272-kev and 1312-kev in the ratios 10~ 4 or 7. 7: 2o3, 

both of which are pure El radiations. The coefficients u12 :which are expected 

theoretically for the various possible values of the spins of the parent levels 

are listed in Table II •. Comparison with the experimental data shows that the 

spin of the 1360-kev level must be 2; a spin of 3 would give an anisotropy of 

opposite sign to that measured. .The spin of the l399.,.kev level whillch:~'lilestcfi'ts 

our data is 1·. 

The angular correlation work of Arns et al. was interpreted on the 

assumption that this peak was due to a single r-ray emitted from a 3= level 

and led to a mixing ratio 6 (M2/El) of 0. 30. This would require a 30CJ{o error 

in the K-conversion coefficient measurement. Table II also shows the theore ... 

tically expected values for the angular-correlation coefficient A
2 

[i.e. the 

coefficient of P
2 

(cos G) in the angular-correlation function]. Here the spins 
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Table II 

Angular~correlation and nuclear-alignment parameters for several spin assign= 
ments in Dyl60, 

Spin of Spin of A 
1 36Q~v- level ---~-:=399 ~ kev level 2 theoro 

UF UF 2 2 theoro 2 2 exptlo 

3= 1= ..,o .123 +0 .201 

3= 2c. +0 .021 +Oo038 

}~ 3- =0.072 -+0.115 
+0 0 260 

-0 0 232 

2= 1- +0.107 ±0 o002 <=>0 0 232 ±0.019 

2=. 2- +Oo 250 =0.346 

2- 3- +0.159 -Ool36 

of Fig. 2 are assumed. Again the results are consistent only with a spin 2 for 

the 1360-kev levelJ but a spin of 1 or 3 is possible for the 1399-kev level. It 

should be noted that in calculating the theoretical angular-correlation functions, 

we assumed that the observed peak consisted of the 1272= and 1312,~kev ga.trnna rays 

in the relative abundances 10:4. This may not have been the case in the experi-

ments of references 7 and 8. 

B o The 1180-kev peak 

This peak is also complexJ consisting of 1178-kev and 1200-kev y-rays in 

relative intensities 18:3. Correcting for the small effect of the 1200=kev branch 

(using the spins of Fig. 2) we have for the 1178-kev y-ray u
2
F

2 
= = 0.247 ± o080o 

This sets an upper limit of 0.7ojo on the M2 character of this transition. 

Arns et aL give a 2 o 5 ± L5ofo M2 admixture for this y=ray, in slight disagree

ment with our resulto8 
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C. The 960-kev peak 

This peak is due to transitions of 962-kev (29%) and 966~kev (71%) 

energies. + + The latter goes from a 2 state to a 0 ground state and must be 

pure E2. When its effect is subtracted from the observed anisotropy, the re-
. ' 

sult indicates that the 962-kev radiation has a342 > 0 (E2fMl)> .,7.2, i.e. it 

is 94.7 ± 3.5% E2. 

D. The 880~kev peak 

The experimental value for F'
2 

is +0.310 ± 0.045 and shows that 

~ 4.7 > o (E2/Nu.) >- 8.4, i.e. the transition is 97.0 ± L5% E2. This is in 

excellent agreement with the value of 96.0 ± 3.5% given by Arns et ~· 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

1~ . ' .A spin and parity assignment of 3- for Tb follows naturally from the 

proton state 3/2+ [411] and the neutron state 3/2= [521] coupled together so 

that the intrinsic spins are paralle1.
10 

' 19 These states a_re .found in Tbl59 .as 

the ground state and in Dy
161 

at 75 kev. Using the detailed wave functions 

due to Nilsson 
20 

(with T) = +6) and neglecting interactions between the odd 

nu.cl.eonsJ we can calculate a value of +2.0 nm for the magnetic moment. This is 

14 
slightly higher than the experimental value. We note that this is also the case 

,-9 14 
for Tb~) , where the experimental value after correcting for the -new value of 

( r-3 ) ,
16 

becomes l11l= L92 ± 0.10, whereas_ the theory predicts 11= +2.2 nm.
21 

160 . 
Thus the slight discrepancy in the case of Tb may not be due to odd-nucleon 

correlation. At any rate, the agreement is q_uite good, and -suggests that the Nils-

son wave functions may be used to calculate magnetic moments .of strongly deformed 

odd-odd nuclei rather accurately.. By comparison with neighboring nuclei, it is 

possible to estimate the intrinsic quadrupole moment, Q
0 
~ 6 b. .Then we have 

QSJ'l~,-,I/I+l ~:~ Q
0 
~ 2. 5 b, again slightly higher than the experimental value. 

... 
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The almost pure E2 character of the 880-kev and 962-kev radiations is 

expected from the assignment of K quantum numbers given by Nathan. These 

y-rays originate from states in a K = 2 band and decay to the 2+ state in a 

K = 0 ba...'1.d. By the selection rule, £:¥. ~ L, the y-ray would be expected to 

carry away an angular momentum of at least 2, even though the spins of the 

levels change by only 0 and 1, respectively, during the transition. 
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